Environmental Advocates Request “Climate Peace Clause” & Other Measures to Eliminate Trade Threats to Climate Action

Ambassador Katherine Tai
United States Trade Representative
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
600 17th Street NW
Washington, DC 20006

May 10, 2022

Dear Ambassador Tai:

We appreciate the Biden administration’s commitment to making international trade policy more compatible with climate solutions, and write to ask that one of your initial steps include eliminating existing trade pacts’ threats to climate initiatives in the United States and around the world.

To avoid the worst outcomes from climate change, humanity has less than a decade to make substantial progress towards eliminating greenhouse gas emissions. We quite literally do not have time to try to twist climate initiatives to comport with the expansive rights that oil, gas, coal and other corporate interests have been awarded within existing trade agreements, nor to litigate such policies in extrajudicial trade tribunals.

Insofar as trade pacts empower corporations operating across borders to — either directly themselves or indirectly through governments — challenge policies they believe interfere with their trade and investment privileges, these pacts can jeopardize global progress on climate change in a myriad of ways and are thus extremely dangerous.

In July 2021, for instance, TC Energy formally announced it is launching a $15 billion suit under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) over the United States’ refusal to grant operating permits for the Keystone XL Pipeline in an attempt not only to recover the company’s initial investment, but also its “loss of expected future profits.” This is just one of many cases brought by fossil fuel companies to attack climate policies in recent years.

These cases must serve as a wake-up call. If taxpayers are required to pay the fossil fuel industry to stop polluting, large scale policies that limit climate pollution will become even more difficult to enact on the timescale needed to assure a livable future. And policies that restrict fossil fuel projects aren’t the only ones at risk. Existing trade pacts have also been used to attack governments’ green energy projects both domestically and internationally.

The solution to these threats is straightforward: climate policies must be made immune to any and all attacks made through trade agreements.
We very much appreciate the president’s opposition to Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), as well as your own efforts to scale back ISDS provisions during the previous administration’s NAFTA renegotiation. It’s time to finish that work, while also eliminating other trade dispute resolution threats to climate action.

We ask that you please work with the president to remove ISDS in its entirety from the revised NAFTA pact and from all other Free Trade Agreements and Bilateral Investment Treaties — whether through renegotiation with other nations or through unilateral notice of withdrawal from those provisions.

We also ask that you please propose and secure an urgent “peace clause” at the World Trade Organization (WTO), under which all nations agree not to use WTO rules to attack one another’s climate policies. A WTO peace clause already exists for food security measures. Extending that precedent to climate initiatives is common sense.

We look forward to supporting your leadership in these areas in any ways we can. Please let us know how we can be of assistance moving forward.

Sincerely,
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